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VALENTINE'S DAY: ALL THE LOVE IN THE WORLD IN A 
JEWEL 
 

A wealth of designs from the HOMI Fashion& Jewels Exhibition 
community for celebrating lovers' day in style 
 
 
One lover, many loves: we all have our one! Just like we all have that 
one token of love that, especially on Valentine's Day, becomes an 
expression of the truest and most intense of all feelings. How do you 
choose that treasured symbol that marks such an intimate occasion? 
 
The community of the event dedicated to fashion accessories, bijou 
and trendy jewellery tells of love through its participants’ designs. The 
most authentic Made in Italy creations with enchanting creative content 
and exquisite craftsmanship.  
 
One piece of jewellery that transforms into Cupid himself with its love 
notes is the Almas design that combines iconic plaques of the sweetest 
phrases ready to warm your heart and make your loved one always feel 
near. Such as? "Coupon good for one warm embrace", is just one 
example!  
 
In love we are united, and even when we’re apart, we’re still together: 
Vivian Gioielli’s silver charms remind us of this with their hearts split so 
both lovers can take a piece of it with them. After all, "We are one!" 
 
If love and love-hearts is the perfect formula, then “without butterflies in 
my stomach it’s not worth a thing” is even more true, as the Ofelia 
Beltrame designer bracelet states, a phrase that stands out among 
semi-precious stones and golden glimmers, written on hearts!  
 
Love is a flame that grows into a fiery passion, and it’s celebrated by the 
Matuta Gioielli set with its elegant, shifting form that creates genuine 
flares of light through its cast bronze. Earrings, rings and more, so you 
can always keep that flame alight! 
 
 
 
The divine power of passion burns uncontested in the sacred hearts 
collection by Celeste G., each charging love’s emotional and spiritual 
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symbol with magic by virtue of brass, enamels, Swarovski and pearls, all 
combined perfectly to create breathtaking jewels.  
 
It’s the exquisite craftsmanship that seems to underpin the flawlessness of 
a soul in love. One that becomes theatrical, intense and finely chiselled in 
the Ornella bijoux set which sets vintage style ruby, sapphire and emerald 
gems against gold-plated brass, distilling all the intensity of the heart. 
 
Passion’s knot isn’t easily untied, especially when it’s done in the 925 silver 
and natural stones of the Nelson Gioielli chevalier ring, dedicated to his 
lover’s heart and represented, ça va sans dire, by a nautical knot destined 
to remain tied forever.   
 
And what better way to get wrapped up in the love’s allure than to choose 
the Loom Trade Fair long, silk necklace with wooden spheres in, naturally, 
deep red? It's beautiful, dramatic, needs no accompaniment and, best of 
all, it's sustainable as it only uses certified materials.  
 
On Valentine's Day a thought for your loved one is a must, even if they are 
the furry kind! Because love knows no bounds, the Palladino Design 
Jewelry necklace shouts it loud and proud, "I'm with the animals". Gold-
plated and, more importantly, unique in helping support associations that 
fight for our four-legged friends. 
 
After all, the perfect recipe is two hearts and...one doghouse! Dedicated to 
extended families, the Latitude9 necklace features a macro-heart 
embellished with a small dog's paw.  
 
 
 
http://www.homifashionjewels.com/ 
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